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THE IN-BASKET EXERCISE

WHAT IS IT?

Training which approximates or "simulates" experience forms a bridge between the
training and performance on the job. The case method, for example, attempts this ap-
proximation. (See TG 5-16, "Management Development Casebook.") A new technique
which simulates experience even more closely is in "In-Basket Exercise." It consists
of confronting a group with such material as a supervisory or administrative official might
find in his in-basket on a given day and requiring each member to de,ide how he would
handle it. The items in the in-basket present a variety of realistic operating situations
ranging from the simple to the complex.

Various settings have been used for the exercise and different roles have been played
by the participants. The selections are made on the basis of the backgrounds and needs
of the participants. For the exercise used in this guide the role is that of a VA manager.
Each participant assumes the role of Mr. Homer Sage, newly appointed as the Manager,
VA Center, Utopia, Somestate. On arrival Mr. Sage finds that he has to leave the station
in two hours and will be gone for two weeks.. The Assistant Manager is home with a minor
illness. Mr. Sage's secretary has left a packet of materials in his in-basket. As Homer
Sage, each participant is to go through the packet and note on each item what he would do
and why he would do it. He is not allowed to call anybody in to help him, to phone anybody,
or to take any of the materials with him on the trip. He may, however, write reference
slips or notes. When the Homer Sages complete this assignment, the moderator leads a
discussion. He asks the group members how they handled the items and stimulates a dis-
cussion on the various approaches used.

WEAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?

These are pretty much the advantages of the case method which are described on
page 2 of TG 5-16. However, the in-basket exercise achieves certain of these advantages
more fully.

o It provides specific experience in individual decision making and problem solving.

- Some of the items are connected in various ways, so it is necessary to dis-
cover interrelationships.

- Some of the items are considerably more urgent than others, so it is neces-
sary to determine the relative importance of various matters.

- The time is short, which requires that it be used in the most efficient manner.

o It produces a vivid realization that supervisory and administrative problems do
not have a single answer. A group member may feel quite content with his an-
swer, until somebody else not only comes up with a different answer, but also
makes a good case for it. Members also discover that they may have overlooked
a factor or that th.3y have given different emphasis to the factors.

o By requiring the members to select the person who will best carry out an action,
it brings out the importance of getting things done through people.

o it allows for interchange of experience. When several members mention that
"the same situation happened in our division one time," they realize that other
people have problems similar to their own and that other people have difficulty
in solving these problems.

HOW CAN YOU USE IT?

1. Read through the appendices. Appendix A outlines the instructions for the ex-
ercise; Appendix B is a demonstration item to give the group an opportunity to
try out the technique; Appendix C contains items of the type which can be used
in an in-basket kit; and Appendix D gives some notes on these items. These
notes do not give a complete analysis. They simply list some comments which
may help the moderator in conducting the discussion. The notes cover aspects
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such as thaa type of item, the relationships of items, possible responses, and
questions which may occur to the Homer Sages while they are deciding what they
would do.

2. Decide the role that the participants will play. We have already mentioned the
role of the Manager of a VA Center. You may wish to use your own type of sta-
tion. Most persons in the middle management level should oe able to put them-
selves in the role of afield stationmanager. Another possibility is to use a lower
level, for example, a division chief. If this is done, the items should be sufficiently
general so that a cross-section of station supervisors will be able to tackle them
without too much difficulty.

3. Develop substitute item, if desired. The sample items in Appendix C are il-
lustrative of the type that can be used. Judging from our experience with this
technique, you should not have any difficulty in drawing on your own experience
to develop substitutes for any items you don't wish to use. We suggest about 20
to 22 items. They should be mostly those vilich provide exercise in applying
administrative knowledges. You can include a few routine items for sake of
variety, ai well as a few "trap" items. The latter are those having hidden im-
plications which may be overlooked unless the items are carefully studied. You
will note that in the samples we have used names that add a touch of humor. This
helps to keep the group "loosened up." If you prefer, of course, ys.. can use
"straight" names.

4. Reproduce items locally. Have enough for a complete kit of items for each
member of the group.

5. Decide the procedure which the moderator will use. A suggested procedure is
as follows:

a. Give a brief introduction. Outline the purpose of the exercise. Stress that
while the exercise is quite practical, the group should have fun. The experi-

-ence of those who have used the technique is that participants enjoy it.

b. Read the instructions, Appendix A, aloud. Stress the 'act that each person
is to write down not only what he would do but why.he would do it. Unless he
does the latter, the ensuing discussion is likely to be shallow and, therefore,
less beneficial.

c. Distribute the instructions and give the group a few minutes to read them.
Both hearing and reading the instructions will make them stick better. An-
swer any questions about the instructions.

d. Distribute the demonstration case (Appendix B) and allow the group about
five minutes to do it.

e. Discuss the demonstration case. The elapsed time up to this point should be
about 20 minutes.

f. Distribute the kit of items you have developed. Tell the members how much
time they will have to complete the assignment. Allow 75 minutes for about
20 to 22 items. While the group is working, walk arr"ind the room so you can
answer any individual questions.

At the end of the 75 minutes give the group a "break." You may call the
"break" earlier than this, if many of the group finish early and show signs
of restlessness. Caution the group to defer discussion of the items until
after the "break."

g.

h. Discuss the items. An hour and a half for this would be about the minimum
time. Of course, more can be allowed. The items don't have to be taken up in
any order. You can start with a few easy ones to give the group confidence;
another way is to ask the group members which item they considered most
pressing. It isn't essential that all items be discussed. For each item allow
sufficient time for the group to give a number of responses and to discuss
them. However, don't allow the discussion to get so protracted that the group
covers only a snail number of items.
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i. Give a 10-15 minute summatio.i. One approach is to describe some of the
points relating to decision making which were touched on during the discus-
sion, either explicitly or implicitly. For example, these "needs" are usually
mentioned:

(1) The need to consider the facts. However, you never can get "all the
facts." The question is, "When do you have enough facts to justify
action?"

(2) The need to consider timing. The right decision at the wrong time can
turn out to be a wrong decision. The saying, "Better late than never"
is sometimes, "Better never than late." Inaction is sometimes advis-
able.

(3) The need to look under the surface. Will a particular solution treat the
symptoms and ignore a deeper problem? Will you, in effect, be giving
aspirin for a headache that persists?

(4) The need to adapt the decision to the situation. No act occurs in a
vacuum; everything takes place in a rich context of human relationships
and other circumstances. In order to make a wise decision you must
try to know this cortext.

(5) The neeca to consider the consequences of the decision. An immediate
solution which appeals from the viewpoint of expediency may also involve
p`falls, as for example in the way people respond to it. It may also look
less desirable when you look at the long-range consequences.

(6) The need to consult. This means using your experts and consulting those
who can help you make a decision. But it also means consulting those
who have to make the decision work and those who are affected by the
decision.

(7) The need to understand the limitations of orders. This refers to an
appreciation of the fact that issuance of orders doesn't necessarily en-
sure the accomplishment of purpose.

SOME OTHER TIPS

1. Some members of the group may have difficulty placing themselves in the role
as assigned. They may say, "I wouldn't try to handle these types of problems
in such a short time" or "I wouldn't think of deciding these things without calling
a staff meeting." If this occurs, agree that the situation is artificial in certain
respects. Explain that the "rules of the game" have been purposely constructed
to achieve certain specific purposes. Point out that the problems are typical,
even though no one station would have so many troubles, and that consideration
and later discussion of them will be valuable.

2. Initially the group may look for a "school solution" or may expect the moderator
to decide which of the proposed solutions is correct. Usually there is more than
one right answer. One of the tasks of the moderator is to help the group realize
this. For suggestions on how to carry out this task see pages 8 through 11 of
TG 5-16.

3. The dates used in the appendices are based on Homer Sage's arrival at the Utopia
Center on a specific date. This has been done so you can see the chronological
relationship of the items. We suggest, however, that you make the date of arrival
the same as the date on which you conduct the exercise. This gives it more im-
mediacy. If you use any of the sample items, adjust the dates accordingly. For
example, in the first paragraph of Item 5 the date of the luncheon should be the
second work day following Homer Sage's arrival at the station.

4. The items in Appendix C are numbered for ease of identification with the com-
ments. We suggest you also use a numbs.ring system; this will it easier for the
participants to identify the items readily during the discussion period. If you do
this, mix up the items in the kit so that the members won't feel that they have to
tackle them in strict numerical order.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE "IN-BASKET EXERCISE"

Ike are going to have a little exercise in individual decision making and problem solving,
in a hypothetical management situation. You are to assume that it is 8:45 a.m., Friday,
August 25, 1961. You, Homer Sage, have arrived about 30 minutes ago at the Utopia VA
Center, Somestate, to assume your duties as Manager, a post to which you were appointed
2 weeps ago. "our predecessor, Rollin Stone, was transferred at that time to another VA
station. The Utopia Center consists of an RO with 300 employees and a GM&S Hospital
(600 employees) with one closed ward. The station number is 4075.

This is the first time you have ever been to Utopia VAC. About 10 minutes ago you re-
ceived a wire from CO telling you that you have to go to CO on a special project. You will
return to Utopia on September 4, 1961. In order to catch your plane you must leave the
station at 11 a.m. - 2-1/4 hours from now.

Your Assistant Manager, Miles A. Way, Acting Managerfor the part 2 weeks, is home today
with a mild touch of laryngitis. After receiving the wire from CO it takes you about 15
minutes to take care of various administrative details connected with your trip, including
the designation of Lee Gill, Chief Attorney, as Acting Manager until Way's return. You
decide to spend the two hours remaining in going through your in-basket AND TAKING
WHATEVER ACTION IS APPROPRIATE on the items in it.

For this exercise, you are to go through the entire contents of your IN-BASKET and write
down in a few words on each item what you would do and why. Every action you wish to
take should be noted down briefly, including notes to your Secretary, to others and yourself.
Vise "Homer Sage" as your signature, of course.) You cannot call anybody to help you,
phone anybody, or take any of the materials with you on your trip.

You are to use your own experience as the basis for your actions in the role of Homer Sage.
Please try to put yourself in his place for the duration of the exercise.

You will be given 75 minutes in which to write dcwn on each item the action you would take
and why. Then you will have an opportunity to discuss w:th the other participants the ap-
propriateness of your actions.

The IN-BASKET packet will be collected at the end of the session. However, this is not a
test. Do not write your true name on any of the items.

THINGS TO REMEMBER!

THE DAY IS TODAY. THE TIME IS THE PRESENT.

WRITE DOWN BRIEFLY EVERY ACTION YOU WOULD TAKE ON THE ITEM, NOW OR ON
YOUR RETURN, AND WHY. (If the action involves a memo, letter, or meeting, etc., jot
down a brief description of the contents or agenda.)

YOU MUST WORK WITH THE MATERIALS AT HAND. YOU CAN'T CALL ANYBODY IN
TO HELP YOU. YOU CAN'T PHONE ANYBODY BEFORE YOU LEAVE FOR CO. YOU
CAN'T TAKE CARE OF ANY OF THE ITEMS WHILE IN CO.

YOU WILL BE GONE FOR ABOUT 10 DAYS, BEGINNING ABOUT TWO HOURS FROM
NOW. ALL ITEMS ARE TO BE CONSIDERED AS ORIGINALS (unless specifically marked)
AND TO BE TECHNICALLY CORRECT.

ALL ITEMS ARE TO BE CONSIDERED AS HAVING PROPER WHITE AND GREEN COPIES
ATTACHED (where applicable) AND BEING OTHERWISE IN APPROPRIATE FORMAT.
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APPENDIX B

Mr. Lester Corcoran
Manager
Utopia Transit Company
245 Speedwell Street
Utopia, Somestate

Dear Mr. Corcoran:

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
CENTER

UTOPIA, SOKESTATE

DEMONSTRATION ITEM

Your File Reference:

In Reply Refer To: 4075/25

Our Hospital Day earlier this month was a great success. A very

large part of this was due to the special bus service to our Center,

which you arranged. We could not have told so many people about our
medical services to veterans, if you hadn't got them out here to

begin with.

I as sure that these special arrangements meant much extra work for
you and the company employees. As I told you over the phone last

week, we certainly appreciate your help very much. Thank you for

your fine cooperation.

Very truly yours,

MILES A. WAY
Acting Manager
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NOTES ON APPENDIX B

Possible responses

1. What - Note to secretary: "Hold for Mr. Way to sign on his return."

Why - There is no need to revise this letter for my signature or that of Lee Gill.
Mr. Way apparently was in direct contact with Mr. Corcoran and it wouldbe
better for him to sign the letter.

2. What - Note to secretary: "Revise and retype for Mr. Gill's signature as Acting
Manager. When I return remind me to call Mr. Corcoran also."

Why - There is no need to hold up this letter, but when I return I want to get ac-
quainted with Mr. Corcoran.

3. What - Note to secretary: "Revise and retype for my signature and hold for my
return."

Why - I want to get acquainted with Mr. Corcoran and this presents a good way of
accomplishing it.

Other comments

1. This is an easy item which serves to warm up the group and to give them practice in
writing down both the what and the why. There is no particular format; the group
will probably not use that shown above.

2. We mentioned earlier that you should allow sufficient time to obtain a number of re-
sponses and a discussion of them. As to the former, the moderator can point out that
even a simple item like this can produce a number of alternatives. As to the latter,
those who have decided on the first two responses above will probably take issue
with those who gave the third response. Of course, as is also mentioned, there won't
be enough time for an extensive discussion on each item.
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APPENDIX C

a.

Vt

SAMPLE ITEMS
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Item 1
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

REFERENCE SLIP
TO (Name or titleOrganisational elementRoom No and bldg ) INITIALSDATE

1.

Manager (4075/00)
L

4.

REASON FOR REFERENCE

Ill APPROVAL 0 CONCURRENCE 0 NOTE
0 AS REQUESTED 0 FOR YOUR FILES 0 PER

FAD RETURN

CONVERSATION

0 CALL ME 0 INFORMATION a RECOMMENDATION

0 COMMENTS 0 NECESSARY ACTION til SIGNATURE

D FIZPVINPutei

REMARKS

The due data (kug 24) for this report is unreasonable.
Besides the report is unnecessary, If w kick up soma
fuss tout it, maybe they'll discontinue it some day.

FROM

4.3:P4X..44
Chief, Ftnan vision (4075/24)

DATE

8/11./b1
TO. CA

rEFT: 3230 L'ArXIMV,FEZ," "" 23°. IMO MO-0-4311110

NOTE: This reference slip and the following telegraphic
message are stapled together as one item.
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VA CENTER
UTOPIA, SOMESTATE

mectoeda

OCC0UN1010 RASSKoliOvi

PRIORITY
040
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PEI wan...zoom

Ova OLoox Ja oaf Of COMMUNICAICool Lor

ONISA01 10 24 TRANIM11120 (I.Joe 4, I. *Kos sod ow.( Wows)

QOM* caw*

sumwsomagt. wywaolts Ito
GSAIOCKAAIVoi31130304

TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGE
OPPICIAL MINDS
Y. S. 110VOSIOISSNS

CCM WET S1

(ACTION) VACO WASHINGTON DC

(INFO) AREA MEDICAL DIRECTOR

24/ TIME REQUIRED TO ASSEMBLE DATA FOR MONTHLY REPORT ON

DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES BY APPROPRIATION RCS X-102 PREVENTS

SUBMISSION BY DUE DATE. RQST 10 DAY EXTENSION. 00

2

VIM vo0

I

MOM AND Ma 01 102 NWai mowed S nt

X542
Prank N. S ,Chief, Pin. Div.(4075/24)

OMOOSIWPWOOMD
8/24/61 8:20 son.

I 44/4, VOIN *4 Minadoos 4 *aka* *NOM*, N ovot M4 .1(, owl M le ON lobos** of tho Oovovommo.

4mm
664 .011 vA1140 ...

SICUNTIC.ASSOKAnava
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(TELETYPE) Its 2

VETERANS ALMINISTPAT/ON

CENTRAL MICR

(ACTION) UTOPIA VA CENTER

(INFO ) AREA MEDICAL DIRECTOR

PRIORITY

00/ MONTHLY REPORT ON DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDTZURC3 BY APPROPRIATION

RCS XIO2 DUE 3/24 NOT RECEIVED PERIOD SUBMIT REPORT SY RETURN WIRE 20/24
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Item 3

1842 North Main Street
Utopia, Somestate
August 23, 1961

Manager
Utopia VA Center
Utopia, Somestate

Dear Sir:

I wanted to write to you, the top man, to tell
you how much I appreciate what you people did for
me during my recent stay at your hospital. There
couldn't have been a nicer, more cheerful bunch of
persons taking care of me. Incidentally, Joe Smith,
one of the nursing assistants, was absent the day
I was leaving and I wasn't able to give him the
enclosed as a token of my appreciation. Will you
please see that he gets it.

Thanks again for your wonderful work. God
bless you all.

Sincerely yours,

NOTE: The check
should be stapled
to the letter.

3 ir,i1.1.1,) r0 3
UTli TRUST COMPANY

,PIA. SOMESTATE

/a..4
6-,00

00
/00 -/
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imuseare Form SSha IOU

U. f. OIARLANIMMIIT

MEMORANDIIM OF CAL1.

Item 4

I Date
8/25/61

Time
8:30 a.m.

TO
Mr. Sage

fl you num

ft.
CALL= ay 0 you wins mum We

Deadline

MINION=
Neabererootie

ST 4-3281
Un.s.ass cast 0 Immo To ass you

moms AN A70IN1111INT

Deadline. the editor of
heard that a mental

and wishes to

WILL CALL

arruanum

Limy Ten Mamas
the Utopia
atient escauee

AGAIN

rove CALL

Mr.
Gazette,

yesterday
know if be is dangerous.

Mr. Deadline is probably
referring to that patient, Sam E. Loper.

AI V.tart;/
usGodlemnrr dna -o-oun (secty)

....
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UTOPIA ROTARY CLUB
1215 Main Street
Utopia, Somestate

Hr. Rollin Stone
Manager
VA Hospital
Utopia, Somestate

Dear Mr. Stone:

August 22, 1961

Thank you very much for accepting our invitation to speak on August 29
at our noon luncheon. As always, we are looking forward to hearing
you.

By the way, one of our members who is a little short this month
asked me if he could pay his insurance premium late. His payment was due

August 1, and he would like to wait until September 15. I told him
that I was pretty sure he had a sixty-day grace period, but that I
would check with you to make absolutely certain. Would you please
write to him directly - Y. B. Close, 3510 Abercrombie Street, Utopia.

Sincerely yours,

OTIS B. JO
President

Item 5
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Item 6
VETERANSADMINISMATION

REFERENCE SLIP
TO (Nam. or totleOrjansaatronal olomentRoom No and bide ) INITIALSDATE

I ...

Manager (4075/00) 1

2

Chief, Personnel Division (4075/25)
3

1.

5.

REASON FOR REFERENCE

1 ID APPROVAL

AS REQUESTED

CALL ME

COMMENTS

PREPARE REPLYri
FOR SIGNATURE Of

CONCURRENCE

FOR YOUR FILES

INFORMATION

2 I NECESSARY ACTION

NOTE AND RETURN

PER CONVERSATION

RECOMMENDATION

1 81:1 SIGNATURE

REMARKS

For approval and signature.

FROM

HIRAM FAST, Chief
Personnel Division (4075/25)

DATE

8/24/61
TEL EXT.

551

VA FORM se2A
NOV

STOCKS OF VA FORM 3230.
OCT if% OAPV NOV M. WILL BE USED

NOTE: This reference slip and the following SF 52
are stapled together as one item.
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Item 6

famndmed Fenn 32Kee July 1937
Promulgated to the U S Cord REQUEST FOR PERSONNEL ACTION
Sees. CArnmnsron FPM R-I

PART I. REQUESTING OFFICE: Unless otherwise instructed, fill in all items in this part except those Intel* the heavy Imes If appli
cable, obtain resignation and separation data on reverse side

l NAM( (toorim Middle Mir M. Mrs )

Corbett, Edward Mr.

2 OATS Of 6111111

1/11/24

3 IDENTIFICATION (00.0 A Reaves, Nvrobe,

402

I Keld .1 Amon Rsrovested
II) Personnel (Speedy cesporron.r, reaurorossenr resog.tron en )

Promotion

C Proposed (Arena Dole

ASAP

D Doro or Reaves,

8/23/61

(2) Prof. iSpmdy askadah, mann, abobth, elt ) E POS.. Snsondy

5 NATURE OF ACTION (Use standord tennoncsKroN

PROMOTION

6 EffECTNE DATE
OF ACTION

7 CIVIL SERVICE Cl OTHER LEGAL AUTHORITY

2.501(a)

FROM Personnel Assistant
4075-635-B

GS-201-9, $6585 p.a.
Personnel Division
Personnel Activities

Utopia VA Center

POSITION TRU
AND NUMMI

9 SERIES. GRADE,
SALARY

10 NAME AND LOCA.
TION Of °Fria

WHICH
EMPLOYED

I I DUTY STATION

TO Personnel Assistant
(Assistant Personnel Officer)
4075-483-0
GS-201-11

Same

Same

Yes

F

I Y 12 APPORTIONED
POSITION

1,-----] y., Ell Apporoonnront Wowed

STATE rorod

, F Reenorks by ilny.ling 01k. (Coronae on dam F on ...IN pd., of mitessery Show, if Nrohcable, on known addroonal a syrodAed reasons for ...croon.)

Exception to promotion plan - "Upgrading of position without substantial change
in duties".

G p..,,,..op by (Svne4m and Tole) 4.,,...." 7e 2.eit.
Personnel Officer

I lowest approved by

s.,....
11 for addaronol onforrnoto. Can (Nay .e/ WhaMan nambm)

Totle Manager

PART II. TO SE COMPUTED BY PERSONNEL OFFICE (Items inside heavy lines in Part I above also to be completed)
13 VETERAN Me CREWE 14 TENURE GROUP 15 POSITION TO RE OCCUPIED IS IN THE

No 3-Pt IG-pt 0.b 10-1. Other I Ceenpetorre
Son.

1 harped
Sen.

16 APPROPRIATION

From

T. 8432.4030

17 PAYROLL DEDUCTKOTS 1 Pop,. Cross f moan Air.

CSR PICA POOLS Nor V. 1 A Reg.

K CLEARANCES Indrols or Sorely,. Dole (7) browns (Noro Use otero 19 . noon* for Srondoro tam 30 rank,)

miludget_Officer
4 'rlift i s' .13 61 OvolAcoron Standard

(2) all on nos corintoi

(3) CLASSIFICATION _I
(4) PIACEMEIG on VAR

(S)

(6) APPROVED IlY



Item 7
VETERANS ADMINISTRATIDN

REFERENCE SLIP
TO (Nam. or tt0.Organntational *14.71.0Room No and bldl ) INITIALSDATE

Manager (4075/00)
2.

Personnel Officer (4075/25)
3

S.

REASON FOR REFEREIM

1. gj APPROVAL

AS REQUESTED

CALL ME

COMMENTS

PREPARE REPLY
FOR SIGNATURE OF

CONCURRENCE

FOR YOUR FILES

INFORMATION

2 ® NECESSARY ACTION

NOTE AND RETURN

PER CONVERSATION

RECOMMENDATION

1 a SIGNATURE

REMARKS

Selection has been made in accordance with station
promotion plan. This has been discussed with the
personnel officer.

FROM
.4;

Peter Faversham, Chief
Registrar Division (4075-136)

DATE

8/24/61
TEL. EXT.

2522
VA FORM SalDA EXISTING STOCKS OF VA FORM MD
OCT 1154 NOV 1143. WILL RE USED

NOTE: 'I his reference slip and the following SF 52 are
stapled together as one item.
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Item 7

914.1.111 Pm. 32--4.. My 1937
Promo lyres) by tbe II S Cool REQUEST FOR PERSONNEL ACTIONService Commission FYN R-I

PART I. REQUESTING OFFICE:, Unless otherwise instruc led, fill in all items in this part except thi-se nude the heavy lifts If appli
cable, obtain re nation and separation data on reverse side

1 NAME IleirTesiMoldle Me Mrs Mn )

Rove, Mary Miss

2 DATE Of MTH

4/9/38

3 IDENTIFICATION (00.01)

C Propos. Envoi. Do*

ASAP

A Item. N...

194

11 end of Arben Requested

(I) Per... (Specify oppoirmere, mousy.. resiprobon, sir 1

Promotion

D D. of Romeo

8/23/61

(2) Pope. (Specify embed., imie, Mobil, Or )

Vice: Jane Jones - Resigned 8/18/61
E Pc.mmUnsitom

3 NO 'I Of ACTION (We Modord boonology) 0 EFFECTIVE DATE
Of ACTION

7 C1vK SERVICE OR OTNFR LEGAL AUTHORITY

FROM Clerk-Typist
4075-165-B

GS-322-2, $3445 p.a.

Communications and Records
Section
Registrar Division

Utopia VA Center

s POSITION TITLE
AND NUMMI

9,SERIFS. GRADE.
SMART

10 TNglidr OCECA
sy wrocs
EOWOYED

11 DUTY STATION

TO Clerk-Stenographer
(Ward Secretary)
4075-273-0
GS-312-3

Ward Administration
Registrar Division

Same

1--- 1m
PON"ITErn°"KNE° 1111STAT,

Apporebeemei W.911

Pm.
f W.f. by Reisvesbeg Off. (G... in Mn f on reverm sob, if neonsory Shoo, If applimble, on 1..... 0344.41 or .3E.d moo. fey mogr40.)

hief, Registrar Division

1 Request app..d by

Soc..*
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Item 8
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

REFERENCE SLIP
TO (Name or titleOrdanizational olonvontRoont No. and bld(.) INITIALSDATE

I.
Assistant Manager (4075/001)

L
Manager (4075/00)

I

4.

S.

REASON FOIL RFFFAIENCE

APPROVAL

AS REQUESTED

CALL ME

COMMENTS

211"11.1%10,

OCTINCMMENCE

FOR YOUR Mal

INFORMATION

NECESSARY ACTION

NOTE AND RETURN

PER CONVERSATION

RECOMMENDATION

SIGNATURE

REMARKS

As Safety and Fire Protection Officer for this
station, I think we should do something about this
spike heel business. Not only are spike heels a
safety hazard, but they also scar up the wooden
floors we have in some places. An average-weight
female wearing spike heels of 1/4 inch diameter
exerts on our floors a pressure of almost 1 ton
per square inch! It seems to me that the only
solution is to be firm and direct about the prob-
lem. Request your approval and signature of
attached station maim.

Att.
PROM

I.M. VIGILANT
Chief, Engineering Division

(4075/138)

DATE

8/24/61
111. EXT.

458

VA FORM PORTING 570000F MA FOAM
0Qy

FIsm 3230 Nov no. WILL um).
$1.0.1111-0-42/110

NOTE: This reference slip and the following memorandum
are stapled together as one item.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Female employees

FROM : Manager (4075100)

sueJEcT: Proper footwear

DATE.

1. In the past month three female employees have Eel:ea on the corridors
covered with asphalt tile. in arcs ezza Coe employee '411a wearing shoes
with spike hwilw.

2. No such falls have occurred among those employees wearing shoes with
other types of heels. The floors where the accidents occurred were
properly waxed with non-skid wax and were not slippery= Obviously, the
problem is one of proper footwear.

3. Hereafter female employees :re to wear shoes with, heel: that give
adequate support. This can be done without detracting from the attract-
iveness of the costume.

4. Effective Monday. employees who report to work wearing shoes with
spike heels will be required to change to safe footwear before going on
duty. This is simply good safety practice - the removal of a hazard before
an accident happens. Any necessary absence for this purpose will be
charged to annual leave or LWOP, as appropriate.

5. In the past your support of our safety program has been most gratifying.
I would appreciate your continued cooperation in this new aspect.

HOMER SAGE

Distribution

Special - 1 copy to each

female employee

Item 8
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS BENEFITS

WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

August 23, 1961

Mr. Homer Sage
Manager
VA Center
Utopia, Somestate

Dear Mr. Sage:

Your File Reference:

In Reply Refer To: 201J

Item 9

Representatives of the Internal Audit Service, Office of Appraisal, will
visit your station on or about September 11,1961,fer the purpose of conduct-
ing an internal audit of your activity. Mr. R. M. Jones, has been
designated team captain for this audit.

It is desirable that you be present during the entire period of the audit
and if circumstances preclude chit, notify this office at once so that
necessary diens*s may be made in the scheduled visit of the team.

As you have previously been advised, these representatives are authorized
to contact any VA employee and to examine all records necessary for the
execution of the audit assignment.

I am confident that you will make all the resources of your office avail-
able to the teas members, and I shall be personally interested in the
report which is developed and your comments pertaining to it. At the
conclusion of the Survey you are requested to submit a candid report of
the attitude, approach, conduct and technique of the Internal Audit Team
as it impressed you; it will be addressed to me, "PERSONAL-OFFICIAL."
This information will be relayed to the Assistant Administrator for
Appraisal.

The Internal Audit Service representatives are desirous of using Gray
Audograph recording equipment if it is available in your office. There-
fore, will you please advise at once as to whether or not you have such
equipment and, if so, if it will be available for the use of the Audit
representatives.

Very truly yours,

AllinAllik.

OHN E. LEONARD
an Field Director
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Item 10

August 26, 1961

Dear Hr. Sage:

I've been working at the Utopia Hospital for many years
sad there are a lot of things I could tell you about it,
including the question of where the missing linen is going.
I haven't spoken to anybody before, because I didn't think
it would do any good and besides I have to eat.

In sure that you are coming in with a fresh, new look and
went to make sure that things are door right. I know I
can help you in this and would like to talk to you.

Very truly yours,

NOTE: This item should be placed in a sealed eoielope
addressed to "Mr. Sage" and marked "Personal."
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a

The Honorable
Solon Wise
House of Representatives
Washington 25. D. C.

Dear Mr. Wise:

Item 11
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

CENTER
UTOPIA, SCM6STATE

Your Pile Reference:

In Reply Refer To: 4075/26

Reference is made to W. Roe's letter of August 22, 1961. in which
be states that he feels that be will be unable to obtain a loan from
local lenders and that he fears he will lose the house he is arranging
to purchase unless be obtains a direct loan.

If after he has contacted the local lenders be finds that they will
not favorably consider making his the loan and if he is in a position
to furnish the rwquired down payment plus an amount equal to 101. of
the estimated cost of construction which in construction loan cases
must be placed in escrow to assure payment of the construction cost
should any contingencies arise such as increased costs of materials
and labor, he may then write us a letter requesting an application for
a direct loan and submit therewith any letters of rejection which be
may have received from private institutions.

Vary truly yours.

HOtaNt SAGE

Manager
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(TELETYPE) Its 12

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

CENTRAL MICE

(ACTION) UTOPIA VA CENTER

(INTO) AREA MEDICAL DIRECTOR

ROUTINE

00/ REURTEL AUG 23 YOU ARE AUTHORIZED TO PROCURE AT ONCE PAID

RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENT IN YOUR LOCAL PAPERS FOR PRACTICAL NURSES

10/135
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UNITED STATFS GOVERNSIF.NT

Memorandum
TO Menages (4075/00)

FROM : Personnel Officer (4075/25)

ITEM 13

PAW August 24, 1961

SURACT: Possible strike of non-professional employees
of local private hospitals

1. At today's luncheon nesting of the local personnel officers, I had
the opportunity of talking to some of the personnel directors from
private hospitals in the Utopia area. I thought you would be interested
to know that they think that there is a real possibility that their non-
professional nursing help will go out on strike within the ..ext two
weeks.

2. I will be glad to give you further details on this as soon as you
can find the tins.

R STrFA 174i7lt
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PIERSONAL-OFFICIAL

06.110aut .0 '0

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

: Member ( 4075/00) DATE' 8/24/61

FROM : Chief, Adjudication Div. (4075 /21)

SUBJECT: Reassignment of John Nag,Clexk-Steno, CS-4

1. I wish to arrange for the reassignment of Mr. John Nag, Clerk-Stomp
CS-4, to another division. Hiram Fast, PO tells me, however,
that there is no possibility of reassignment at this time.

2. Mr.Nag has been a problem at this station for TO years; Three
years ago I accepted hie with grave mis giving* and only because I
needed somebody very desperately. Besides, the thin manager
insisted that I take him. I feel that I've done ay part
and that arrangement s should now be made for somebody else to shave the

burden

3. Mayl see you about this.

I. Please excuse the 2 finger typing. I couldn't, of course, ask Mr.
Nag to do this Sar me.

Item 14

da.4./.... ;A.&
CORN* Knot.
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Item 15
srereava roar ,. el

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: August 23, 1961TO Munger (4075/00)

mom : Chief, Loan Guaranty Division (4075/26)

susymer: Employee Morale

1. It has come to my attention that the morale situation in the Adjudica-
tion Division is getting out of hand sad I think you should know about it
so that you will be in a better position-to decide what to do about it.

2. these are a few typical causes of employee dissatisfaction:

a. Failure to give the employee adequate or definite information about
his job and instructions as to exactly what is expected of him.

b. Failure to promote from within whenever possible.

c. Favoritism among the employees supervised.

d. Criticism or "bawling out" an employee in the presence of other
'splays*. rather than privately.

e. Lack of interest on supervisor's part in employee's work and well-
being.

f. Failure of supervisor to distinguish between honest mistakes and
gross carelessness or willfully improper performance of duty.

g. Telling or implying to an employee that it will be "bad" for his
if a complaint is cerried to higher authority.

h. Ignoring the questions of an employee.

i. Blaming an employee unfairly in matters relating to his work.
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VETERANS AMONSTRATION

REFERENCE SLIP
Item 16

TO (Nam* er thloOrjastisadomel eloasentRoos No. and WO INITIALSDATE

.Der-MeehiD88(407,541.4... -14:1Eirb
s

Manager (4075/00)
1

4

4

REASON FOR RUMEN=

1 1 AMON&

AS NEWER=

CALL ME

COMMENTS

PREPARE RELY
FOR SIGNATURE 01,

CONCURRENCE

FOR YOUR FIU3

INFORMATION

NECESSARY ACTION

NOTE AND MUNN

Pat CONVERSATION

RECOMMENDATION

2 M SOWS=

FROM

t+ f/ %P.31421
Noted. H. E. Meek, M.D.

VIRAXIAt7ARCH
Chief Nurse (4075/118)

DATE

8/22/61
TEL_ EXT.

439

VA FORM sneA EXISTING STOCKS OF VA FORM 30).
OCT m NAOV NOV 1110. WILL RE USED.

GPO IM7-0-421110

NOTE: This reference slip and the following memorandum
are stapled together as one item.
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PERSONAL-OFFICIAL Item 16
OP11014t 1000_ HO 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : All Nurses DATE:

FROM Manager (4075/00)

SUBJECT: Policy on employment of members of the same family

In the last six months there have been three marriages between nurses and
male Nursing Assistants. The hospital has no right or desire to interfere
in the private lives of its employees. However, any nurse fully conscious
of her professional status and obligations Will realize that if the hus-
band continues in employment in the Nursing Service, some difficult
supervisory problems may arise. If it is otherwise feasible, the husband
will be transferred to a position of equal grade outside the Nursing
Service. Nurses are reminded that in any event no VA employee is to be
under the immediate supervision of any member of his family.

HOMER SAGE

PERSONAL- OFFICIAL
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

REFERENCE SLIP
Item 17

TO (Nemo or taloOrdanazationa) InuntRoom No. nd bid!) INITIALSDATE

Mr. Sage
E.

&

I.

I.

REASON FOR REFERENCE

APPROVAL

AS REQUESTED

CALI. ME

CO1110173

PREPARE REPLYrl
FOR SIGNATURE°,

CONCURRENCE

FOR YOUR FILES

INFORMATION

NECESSAR f MC*

NOTE AND RETURN

PER CONVERSATNNI

RECOMMENDATPDN

id SIGNATURE

MAWS

The complete record in this removal case, including
the verbatim transcript (153 pages) of the taped
recording of the hearing and the recommendation of
the Employee Hearing Committee, is in my safe.

rit.:441)
Antex.4.1

(Secretary)

VA FORM .16.2(k EXISTING STOCKS Of VA FORM KW.
OCT INK ^WI" INE WILL DE USED.

DATE

8/24/61
TEL EXT.

IMO tUN-0.40110

NOTE: This reference slip and the following
letter are stapled together as one item.
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Item 17
UNMANS ADMINISTRATION

CENTER
UTOPIA, SOMISTATI

Your File Reference:

In Reply Refer To: 4075/25

JINSONAL-OFFICIAk

TO : Mr. Carson Lamp
Nursing Service
Utopia VA Center

SUBJ: Removal

1. In connection with the letter of July 21, 1961 , in which you
were given advance notice of your proposed removal, a decision has
been made to remove you for cause from employment. in the VA, effective
on Sept. 1, 1961 , based on the following realms:

Charges I and II as stated in the notice of proposed removal are
sustained. Charge III is also sustained, but it is recognized
that in connection with this particular charge your action was, in
part, provoked.

2. In reaching this decision, I have carefully considered all of the
evidence of record, including your written reply, the facts developed
during the hearing, and the recommendation of the Employee Hearing
Committee.

3. You have the right to appeal this action to the local Regional
Office of the U.14 Civil Service Comission, 121 Butternut Street, no
later than ten days after the effective date of this action. However,
if you do not exercise your right of appeal to the Commission, you
have the alternative right to appeal within ten days after the effec-
tive date of this action to the Administrator, through this office, on
the basis of the record. This is in accordance with the policy of the
VA not to consider employee appeals concurrently with the Civil Service

Commission, since the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, as amended, has
established the Comission as the final authority for appeals under
Section 14 thereof. further explanation of your appeal rights may
be obtained by consulting with the VA Personnel Office, Room 110.

HOMER SAGE
:tanager
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1209 Maple Street
Utopia, Somestate
August 23, 1961

Director
UtopiaUtopia Vets. Hospital
Utopia, Somestate

Dear Sir:

Item 18

When I was being interviewed for a job at your
station, the man asked me whether I had Indian
blood in me, and when I said I did, he lost all
interest in hiring me. Up to that time he talked
like he was going to offer me the job. Well, I
wouldn't accept your crummy job now if you gave
it to me on a platter.

I am sanding a copy of this letter to my congress-
man, who is a.good friend of us Indians, and to
the Utopia Daily Tabloid.

Very truly yours,

?re...s6vg - ociux-
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Item 19

1402 Fitch Strut
Utopia, Somastate

August 24, 1961

Manager
Veterans Administration Center
Utopia, Somestate

Dear Six:

I am certainly glad that I had the presence of mind
to continue my GI Insurance. For a while I thought
I had done a wise thing in converting my insurance.
However, I now find that I nay have done the wrong
thing.

The other day I was happy to receive a dividend check
for $58.20 on my $10,000 policy. My wife showed this
chock to our neighbor, Mrs. Black, whose husband also
is a veteran, who has insurance, who didn't convert.
Now, it just so happens that we are both age 43. and
that we both have a $10,000 policy. But the funny
thing is that his non-convert term insurance divi-
dend check was also $58.20.

I am quite disturbed over this. I don't think it is
fair because my premiums are so much higher than his,
yet we both get the same dividend. I an sure vou
realise how upset I must be over this matter id if

I don't get an explanation you can be sure that I will
take this up with Congressman Skelley.

Sincerely yours,
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Manager (4075/00)

FROM : Chief, Contact Division (4075/29)

OATE: August 24, 1961

suNEci: Complaint on information leak in our Regional Office

1. Mr. Clyde Knight, field contact representative in North Utopia, has
complained that the local service officer receives advance information
from Mr. Lester, the service organisation representative here in the
Regional Office about Claims and Adjudication matters. I have had other

indications that Mr. Lester is able to get this type of information
through personal contacts here in the RO.

2. Mr. Knight writes that this premature information has resulted in
embarrassment for him. But more important it has caused inconvenience
for veterans. For example, in the past month several have appeared for
examination when not scheduled.

3. I have spoken to the Chief of the Adjudication Division about this.
It seems to us that what is needed is the issuance of another warning
to all our employees.
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Item 21

August 25, 1961

lERSONAL-OFFICLAL

Mr. Romer Sage
Manager
Utopia VA Center
Utopia, Somestate

Dear Mr. Sage:

I have been employed at this hospital in a probational status for
the past six months. Earlier this week it was discovered that I
had a past history of narcotic addiction, and that I didn't mention
this when I applied here for employment as a Clinical Psychologist.

Dr. Meek, Director, Professional Services, called me to his office
yesterday and spoke to me about this, but he wouldn't - -or couldn't- -
tell me what, if anything, is going to happen to me. I told him I
have not taken drugs for over two years now. Ne admitted that
I have been doing fine work and that he would never have suspected
I had been an addict. He told as be regretted that this =tear has
arisen, especially since the Utopia Center is so short of clinical
psychologists.

I would appreciate your verifying these statements with Dr. Meek.
I am sure, too, that the Chief, Clinical Psychology Service, will
bear out his opinion of my ability and good conduct.

Naturally the uncovering of this situation has placed am under a
severe emotional strain. I have a wife and two children to support.
Being removed from this position in the VA would destroy my last
chance of being rehabilitated as a professional man. This is the
only reason I did not disclose my past record of addiction.

I know bow busy you will be during your first day here, but I des-
perately need to see you this very morning. I will be waiting for
you to call me to your office.

Respectfully yours,

DEXTER DREW, Ph.D.

PERSONAL-OFFICIAL
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APPENDIX D

NOTES ON ITEMS IN

APPENDIX C
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ITEMS 1 AND 2

1. The reference slip and teletype for Item 1 are separated from the teletype of Item 2
in the kit of materials. One of the tasks of the participants is to relate the two items.
In the process of discussing the relationship, the group may bring out the adminis-
trative technique of skimming through the in-basket to put connected items together.

2. These two items should raise some questions in the mind of Homer Sage. Those
questions, which may be of help during the discussion, are as follows:

a. Should I "kick up some fuss" about this, as Ernest recommends, or should I in-
sist that we comply with the follow-up wire? If the latter, how should I do it? If
the former, what dangers does it present?

b. What kind of reports control system does the station have which would let this
situation occur? Does it need some improvement?

c. Has the delay been caused by any foot-dragging on Ernest's part? If so. what
can I do to get him to change his attitude?

STEM 3

This is a "trap item." At a quick reading it might look like a "nice" letter which calls
for a "nice" answer to Edward Euphoria. A more careful reading will raise some serious
questions, such as -

a. Was this gift unprompted or was it solicited by Joe Smith?

b. The way the letter is worded indicates that Mr. Euphoria may have given checks to
the nursing assistants who were on duty the day he left. Is this true? If true, is it
an isolated instance or a common practice?

c. Should I have this looked into in my absence or should it be held till my return?

d. If I wait, is it likely to "hit the papers" in my absence? If I have somebody look into
it, who should it be? Should he make a discreet inquiry to start with? If the facts
warrant a full scale investigation, should this be started in my absence or held till
my return?

ITEM 4

This is designed as an "urgent" item. Some of the Homer Sages will probably decide that
it's so "hot" that the person they select to take care of it should do so immediately. Some
of the thoughts that the Homer Sages might wish to jot down in their notes to the selected
person are -

a. First, what are the facts? From Miss Utilis' note there apparently has been an in-
cident concerning a patient, Sam E. Loper. Did he "escape"? Is he dangerous? If
so, have the civil authorities been notified?

b. After getting the facts, check with the person who has been handling contacts with
the local newspapers. What have our relationships with the Utopia Gazette been?
What kind of a person is Mr. Deadline? For example, does he look for scare head-
lines? After doing this, call Mr. Deadline, because this can't wait for my return.

c. After I return, I'd like to get a complete fill-in. In particular I'd like your opinion
as to whether we should consider further action, such as a possible investigation.

d. Why did I have to learn this from the paper? Should we also talk to the Utopia Daily
Tabloid? (See item 18.) Shouldn't we protect the patient's right to privacy by refus-
ing to discuss his condition with the press?
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ITEM 5

This item is also an urgent one. It also has a ticklish public relations angle, even though
not as inherently dangerous as that in Item 4. Some of the questions that might occur to
Homer Sage are -

a. Mr. Joiner should be told immediately that Mr. Stone has transferred and will not be
here to speak at the luncheon.

b. Is this enough, however? Should we leave Mr. Joiner in the spot of having to find
another speaker on very short notice? Wouldn't it be better to have someone at the
station substitute as the speaker? If so, who?

c. As to the second paragraph, does Mr. Close have a 60-day grace period? If not, he
may need an answer very quickly. Would the Chief, Contact Division, be able to an-
swer the question or would it require someone with a more specialized knowledge of
insurance activities?

ITEMS 6 AND 7

Items 6 and 7 should be separated inthe kit of materials. Some of the group members who
tie the items together will treat them alike. But should they?

The group will probably agree that Item 7 is routine and should be signed. There will
probably be two principal reactions to Item 6 as follows:

This is one of the key positions of the station. I will postpone signing until I return
and can learn more about Edward Corbett."

"I can't hope to learn much about Edward Corbett in a short time. I have to rely on
the judgment of Hiram Fast, so I'll sign."

Even though Item 7 is considered as routine, it should raise some questions in the mind
of the Homer Sages. For example -

"Why does a promotion to GS-3 come over my desk?"

"Is this typical of the state of delegation of authority at the station?"

"Should I make a note to check on this after I return?"

ITEM 8

This is an example of a "touchy" item. Some may sign the memorandum, seeing it as a
logical solution to the problem. Others will feel that it is not a matter of logic and that
prescribing what female employees will wear is treading on dangerous ground.

Those who sense this "touchy" aspect will suggest various ways of handling the matter.
For example, some may note the item to be held for their return: others may refer the
memorandum to I.M. Vigilant with a suggestion that he diiicuss the matter with Hiram Fast,
the Personnel Officer, and that they develop a way of resolving the problem through an
educational approach.

ITEM 9

This item involves the question of timing. Should the visit of the internal audit team be
deferred or not? The two views on this are represented as follows:

"Request that the visit be deferred. This will give me time to learn more about the
station. It will show loyalty to the employees".
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"Tell the team to come ahead. This is the time to have an audit. It will give me an
objective view of what needs to be done."

The group members who favor the second approach may wish to discuss what might be
done in addition to replying to Mr. Leonard's letter. For example -

- Inform the staff and solicit their cooperation.

- Assure the employees that the visit isn't due to the fact that there is a new manager.

ITEM 10

Mr. Goode's letter may raise the following questions in the minds of the Homer Sages:

- Is this man a crackpot?

- Suppose he is a crackpot, might he not be telling the truth?

The item will probably yield a larger variety of responses than many of the others. Here
are some -

"Reseal the letter and hold. On my return I will talk to the Assistant Manages' and
find out if there is a problem of missing linen."

"I will review the letter when I return and then call in Mr. Goode and talk to him."

"I would inform Mr. Goode, through his department head, that I will meet with him
when I return."

"I would have Mr. Lee Gill, the Chief Attorney, check on Mr. Goode in my absence."

"I would write directly to Goode and set up an appointment with him when I retur.l."

ITEM 11

'This item faces the Homer Sages with this puzzler -

"The letter is not a shining example of 4-S principles. It could be greatly improved.
But Mr. Roe fears he will lose the house he is arranging to purchase unless he ob-
tains a direct loan. Will a delay for r:twriting add materially to this danger?"

The letter may also cause the Homer Sages to wonder about the general state of letter
writing at the station. Some of them may mention that %.Hey plan to check on their return
to see if 4-S training is needed.

ITEMS 12 AND 13

These items should be separated in the kit of materials. Discuss Item 12 first. Some
members will treat the item independently and others will then point out the relationship
of Item 13.

The two points of view on the relationship are expressed by the following:

"After we requested authority to use paid advertising, Hiram Fast learned of a pos-
sible strike of non-professional nursing help in local hospitals. It would be better
to hold up on the advertising."

"Our primary consideration is to staff our hospital. The local hospitals have hired
from us. Besides, even if we advertise, we wouldn't have to hire away from the
other hospitals."



ITEMS 14 AND 15

These items should be separated in the kit of materials. Unlike the other pairs they are
indirectly, rather than directly, related.

Some of the Homer Sages may sense something symptomatic in the Adjudication Division,
something that needs looking into. They may also wonder about Mr. Anthony "tattling" in
this manner and may want to check later on the possibility of cliques and factions at the
station.

ITEM 16

This, like Item 8, is a "touchy" item. Some questions that may occur to the Homer Sages
are -

"How many instances have occurred where an employee is under the direct super-
vision of a member of his tan lily?"

"Can the situation be handled normally by scheduling?"

"Would the issuance of the memorandum produce any adverse reactions? For ex-
ample, how would the Nursing Assistants feel about their social status?"

"What about Dr. Meek? Should he have given his opinion and not simply put down
'Noted'?"

ITEM 17

This letter raises the question of the extent to which Homer Sage should rely, for this
item, on staff recommendations. Some group members will sign the letter on the basis
that it is technically correct and that they would rely on the recommendations of the Em-
ployee Hearing Committee.

Most of the group will probably oppose this view for the following reasons:

"This is an important action. There should be time to consider it."

"The Employee Hearing Committee merely recommends. The manager makes the
decision and he should not do so hastily."

"If I sign this letter I am certifying that 'I have carefully considered all of the evi-
dence of record.' This simply is not true."

ITEM 18

This item has a public relations aspect that adds to its urgency. It will probably yield a
variety of responses. Here are some -

"Refer the letter to Lee Gill. Tell him he may be called by the Tabloid and ask him
to get all the facts in anticipation of the call."

"Have someone call the Tabloid and get the facts to them in advance."

"Write t3 John Sharp-Quill and explain the policy to him."

"Write to Sharp-Quill, the congressman, and the Tabloid. Explain that you will look
into the matter on your return. Send a copy of the letter to the Area Information
Representative."
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"Reconnoiter first; Sharp-Quill's reaction may be due to oversensitivity on his part.
Refer to the Personnel Officer to prepare a reply for 'my' signature and to hold the
reply for my return. Have Mr. Fast ask the Tabloid to check with us for the facts
on the letter they receive."

"Refer the letter to the Deputy Fair Employment Officer and ask him to check on it."

ITEM 19

This item also has a public relations aspect, although not with the same urgency as Item
18. The majority of the group will probably feel that the questions cannot be answered by
the Center, that the letter should be referred to CO or the appropriate District Office,
and that Mr. Blue should be told about the rdferral.

ITEM 20

Some of the thoughts that might occur to the Homer Sages are -

"A previous warning apparently didn't seem to be effective. Would another one work
any better?"

"These leaks should be stopped, but in the course of stopping them we must also be
careful to maintain our relations with the service organizations. I should move
carefully in this matter."

"It might be well to 'get the facts.' If so, should I refer the matter to Lee Gill, who
will be acting in my absence or back to Mr. Touch?"

ITEM 21

This item poses a knotty problem, not susceptible to an easy answer.

On the one hand, according to Dexter Dreen's letter -

- he has not taken drugs for over two years.

- Dr. Meek admitted that he, Dreen, had been doing good work.

- The Center is short of clinical psychologists.

- His professional career would be ruined by removal.

On the other hand -

- Dreen did conceal his past history of addiction.

- The percentage of regression of narcotic addicts is high.

- The hospital's community relations might be harmed if it gets out that Dreen was
kept on the staff after his history of past addiction became known.

Another problem is that Dreen's letter states, "I desperately need to see you this morn-
ing." Dreen is obviously in a highly emotional state. Is he likely to do something rash if
Homer Sage doesn't arrange for somebody to talk to him?
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